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starter 88gmctruck Start date Nov 19, Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. First Prev 3 of 4 Go to page. I really want
to see your project one of these days. Wish I had the time and resources to do what you've
done. Messages 2, Reaction score Location Auburn, Wa. Just let me know if you get some time
Mike, I'm usually not too busy on the weekends and my upcomming semester is going to be
somewhat easier than the last one, so I'll have some time. GM Guy Manual Trans. Mike, if you
are hinting that you want your current rig with a manual, there is one half local that has one, if
you are interested. I really need to go to bed now! Just woke up from sleeping on the couch. I
do want to do a PCM tune one of these days, that's as far as I'd go with beast. If I could have
found an identica truck except for the manual way back when, I would have probably bought the
manual. The allison will just have to do :smile5: Can't say I've got any complaints. As a
shade-tree mechanic nutcase :h I like to see what other people have done with their rigs. My '91
Cherokee is kinda my tinkering "toy". Put a 2" bastard lift on it this year. Replaced all the
steering linkage this year too, wow I can actually keep it in my lane now going down the
highway. Can't believe it came with 3. Pretty gutless on the highway climbing hills around here,
always having to downshift to 3rd. Of course I get spoiled with the truck that can climb the same
hills in overdrive at 65 without breaking a sweat. I didn't know you were rocking a Jeep. Makes
for a good little run around rig, and was very useful when his vane position sensor put the
Silverado on parking lot duty. Sucks he didn't have it when the pitman snapped, I let him borrow
the 02 and it ended up getting driven in the de-icer and rain :mad2: which I hate letting that thing
get in. While I sure wouldn't take mine across country on a road trip comfort being a big factor ,
dollar for dollar it's my cheapest-to-own vehicle. Impala is a close second but I've had to replace
CV axles a couple times, not cheap for the quality parts. Gets me back and forth to Moscow for
errand runs and I can have fun in the mountains too. I love that it's such a simple design. Being
able to replace the rear main seal without having to remove engine or tranny was very handy
btw if Brandon needs to do that I can definitely help or give advice. My little red shoebox. Yeah,
Brandon's doesn't go anywhere except in town. He actually just did the rear main seal amongst
other things like exhaust, which is why he had my Thanks for the offer on helping on the Jeep
Mike. The jeep is a great rig but I found the suburban and couldnt pass it up. Bucholz89 New
Member. I did all the work myself. Which included rebuilding the NV Bucholz89 said:. I was
referring to the bellhousing to the engine. I don't know if you could rig a mechanical clutch with
the NV Acesneights1 New Member. Did anybody answer this cause I'm in the same boat. I know
Hyd was used on OBS trucks as well. I am dave has that so it could probably work. Messages 1,
Reaction score 1 Location CT. Correct kenny. My blazer is a hydro linkage. Your CUCV firewall
should have the marks when you get down right to the steel. I had to rip away the sound
deadening insulation crap, but the CUCV doesn't have that right? You must log in or register to
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11 of 13 Go to page. Nov 4, 47 28 34 Auburn, Wa. Oh trust me, if I ever do paint it i'm going to
add the bodyline. But, my paint is in good shape so I just have to live with it This past weekend
Welp, there is a first time for everything. Reactions: Huck. Tylers88 3 GM's and a Jeep. Apr 16,
6, 83 30 Clarion, IA. I saw on fb it had to get towed, good it was something simple. It's the time
of the year I camp, do home improvements and work on projects. I started out the springtime
with a quad trip. Wish i could find a stealthbox just chilling in a junkyard. Reactions:
88GMCtruck. Huck GSU Eagle. Jan 27, 12, 1, Gainesville, Ga. We don't have shit here in the
junkyards Sent from my VS using Tapatalk. James Pate Well-Known Member. Mar 27, 3, 95 48 30
Margate, Fl. Love this truck. Been a bit since I've given any sort of update, so here you go! I
mentioned the CR Lawrence slider, well I got that installed. May 7, 1, 64 48 St. Louis, MO.

Whered you get your slider from? GeoffSFAs10 said:. This truck just gets better and better Sent
from my VS using Tapatalk. Mar 8, 5, 63 28 Central Jersey. Damn power slider that's sick Sent
from my iPhone using Tapatalk Pro. Big Tex slowly but surely. Jun 25, 7, 63 Dallas, TX. Mar 28,
1, 74 48 CA. How are the Dunes up there? I was considering taking a trip this winter to
somewhere new instead of our usual Pismo Beach run. After much deliberation though, I
decided that it was time to move on to a new chapter. Introducing the new tow pig: Sierra Denali
HD. Tylers88 said:. I was going to be so mad, when that day does come Im serious I want a price
as it sits. Reactions: Tylers Did a few more mods to the dually the last month or so. Rag joint
elimination. Makes the steering much more responsive, although I'm still due for balljoints.
Reactions: Tylers88 and Huck. I went to the junkyard the last 2 days and while I don't always
grab a bunch of stuff, here was my find: AUX Lamps Switch. I love updates on this one.
Reactions: Khaos. You must log in or register to reply here. Top Bottom. This site uses cookies
to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. I'm
all 8-Luggy! Log in or Sign up. Show All. Share This Page Tweet. Apr 10, I have one for my 99
Burb, and need the manual but havent been able to find it anywhere. Aug 15, Looks really good.
Jul 24, I have a I am installing a rear defrost harness out of 94 burb. And 99 Burb mirrors with
heat Now Am good with wiring it all up. But one thing the defrost switch wire going to window
grid is 12 awg. And the mirror heat wire is 20 awg. Feb 15, I'm sure if you match the mirrors to
their wires or go up a size you'd be fine, and run something larger for the rear window. Or did
you do what handcannon did from " the truck stop" and add a rear window defrost switch from
a suburban and jumped the mirror heat wires from the rear defrost grid wire? Feb 16, Feb 18, Is
that right? Can you give me some info on it and what you're looking to get for it? I glossed
through the "Black Fox" thread but wanted to send a PM directly. Dec 19, Project ol red
Wondering if you could help me out with my trans swap it's a 97 5. Nov 15, Nov 26, Aug 12, Feb
19, GMblood Ok you plan on ever getting some more? If you do I'd be interested. The Denali
lights and then adding the leveling motors to those, the GMT wiper squirters, the NV swap this
helped me alot and then your brake light mod. I read that a few years ago and now, i cant find it.
Did you delete it or is it on another forum? Thanks for the great ideas and great write ups. Aug
3, White mule Hi, I wanted to thank you for the write up about your led light bar behind grill. I did
one a little bit different but same grinding of the fins and it works great!! May 19, Show Ignored
Content. Signature Dave "My Trucks either have three letters on the grille, or are dressed in
formal attire. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
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enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter 88gmctruck Start date Nov
19, Messages 2, Reaction score Location Auburn, Wa. Well, the time has come. As I have
collected the parts and done a little bit of work, I figured I'd start to document my progress in
swapping my R4 out for a NV So I started by checking everything out. The NV is a relatively
simple transmission, and is a top-loader style. Last edited: Nov 19, DieselCash Trust but, verify
Staff member. Messages 6, Reaction score Location Salado, Texas. I do not know if this is too
late but, in my dodge ? It went on the drivers side inspection cover lower center. I drilled and
tapped a hole and it worked great. I plan on doing the same to my current truck. I have burned a
manual transmission out from lack of fluid. After it brought me to a screeching halt I looked at it
underneath and it was glowing red in a couple of spots. If I would have had a gauge I would
have prevented the burn out. Nice write up! I drilled and tapped mine for a temp sensor; I have
the sensor, it's just currently in my R4 in the truck. Right now I put the plug in it to keep crud
out. I also am not rebuilding the transmission. Everything is nice and tight, it shifts well, etc and
gears have a great wear pattern. It only has , miles. Dave nice job so far. Looks like you got
everything in order. It should be fairly smooth sailing. The pic of the clutch pedal bracket is the
little bugger we were discussing before. Good luck and keep us posted. When it gets welded in
I'm actually just going to pull the whole dash out, it'll make the wiring and pedal install much
easier. Yes it will. Did you remove the tail housing and look at the 5th gear nut? Dad's 05 LLY
said:. DieselCash said:. Isn't that only a problem with the dodges? Hmm, I figured it was on all
NV's. Can't hurt to look, I guess. It more common on the dodges but it is an issue with all NV
Trans parts wharehouse has the upgraded nut. Forgot bout this earlier. Good idea to pop in a

new nut while its out. No big deal at all. Well, a quick update. I also attached the clutch fork to
the new ballstud and threw the flywheel dust shield on for ease of transport. Well, here is
another update. Last night I pulled the drivelines, T-case and crossmembers, then this morning
finished pulling the transmission. While I was doing that Dad took and swapped the input shafts
between the t-cases and got them back together. Last of the R4 under the truck. Tomorrow,
before or after mass eating of food? Dad's like a slave driver,: up early saying lets get stuff
done! Another quick update. Finally got done screwing around with the clutch bracket. I think I
had that thing in and out of there times now, figuring out what side the wires go on and such.
What a PITA. Then I got the hydraulic line routed and bolted the clutch pedal assembly in.
Lookin' good. How was your brake pedal to unbolt? Looks good! You must log in or register to
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10 of 13 Go to page. Tylers88 3 GM's and a Jeep. Apr 16, 6, 83 30 Clarion, IA. Still much want,
actuallyou surprised how much I like the trim on the doors. Aug 17, 2, 63 homer, mi. Nov 4, 47
28 34 Auburn, Wa. Tylers88 said:. HAHA who knows. I have dreams of a duramax but I also very
much enjoy this truck. Cleaned up shot with the new body molding. Damn i need to get the
chrome rear bumper on this thing pronto! Reactions: Khaos. Huck GSU Eagle. Jan 27, 12, 1,
Gainesville, Ga. Say no to bedrail caps, truck looks sick af the way it is Sent from my VS using
Tapatalk. Ginger Bubbles. Jan 25, 23, 83 Julian's Shed Sunnyvale. Holy fuck boys, this sh.
Ginger said:. Tiki Well-Known Member. Jan 23, 1, Dose moldings :. My 88 had rail covers at one
point in its life and they destroyed the rails. I'm saying no also. May 16, 5, 63 28 canada. Some
time back I picked up a set of OEM fog brackets in the junkyard. I finally broke down and bought
a set of new GM lenses for them. So a few hours of playing around led me to separating the
lenses and moving the bulb shield forward. Reactions: racer36 , Huck and Tylers Should put a
cowl hood on that thing now. Love all the lights you have Sent from my VS using Tapatalk.
Reactions: racer36 and GeoffSFAs May 7, 1, 64 48 St. Louis, MO. Reactions: racer36 and Huck.
Honestly I have never really been a fan of cowl hoods on these trucks for some reason. The
quality is actually pretty good for the price TBH, would totally recommend. It's the "Tyger"
brand and has a year warranty on the fabric even. What it that badge? Also I'll never understand
why the crews don't have the body line behind the doors. That is a "camper special" emblem
from a squarebody - Typically they were on the corner of the cab band but some truck had the
emblem alone. Kinda a throwback to the days when manufacturer's cared about packages for
hauling campers - GM even had camper tie-downs, stabilizer packages and upgraded
suspensions for this. I wish they still did it. And yeah, the bodyline. Always a frustration of
mine, particularly since the rear part of the cab is the same as a regular cab. HUGE oversight.
Reactions: Tylers You could always section in that area from a RC. To bad your paint looks like
it's in good shape. You must log in or register to reply here. Top Bottom. This site uses cookies
to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
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to page. Mar 8, 5, 63 28 Central Jersey. I'm hoping whatever it is I've replaced at this point.
Ginger Bubbles. Jan 25, 23, 83 Julian's Shed Sunnyvale. Holy fuck boys, this sh. Nov 4, 47 28 34
Auburn, Wa. What turned out to be the issue with it? Tylers88 3 GM's and a Jeep. Apr 16, 6, 83
30 Clarion, IA. Your buddies bumper would literally cost more than my entire truck dat ARB.
Welp, when I was poking around with the front end I noticed my shocks are about shot. After a
bit of reading what people with campers liked, the Rancho adjustables seemed to be a popular
choice. Fak, so much want in one truck. Also what size tires are you running or s? Tiki

Well-Known Member. Jan 23, 1, Ginger said:. Tylers88 said:. Tiki said:. Thought so but couldn't
remember and was to lazy to go back and look lol. Just cranked to level or does it have a small
block out back too and also wondered 6 welds or 4 with steel inner rears? Srs tho dfw this for a
daily, Burb heated seats and matching rear leather literally done forever. As far as a daily, it
would be fun as long as you don't mind crap mileage and have the space. I daily my 88 now at I
can keep my eyes open for trucks with leather getting parted but I'm sure shipping would suck.
Reactions: Z71Rollin. May 7, 1, 64 48 St. Louis, MO. Just awesome. I need to get out and camp
this fall. WhiteMike Active Member. May 7, 43 West Monroe,
vw fuse card symbols
07 es350
mazda 6 parts catalogue
LA. Living the dream, man. Was a long, long 4-day weekend for me. Spend a huge chunk of it
doing some upgrades to the dually. First off, I bought a new CB. Uniden Bearcat CHR. The CB
that was in the truck previously came from the 88 but since it's been out a little more I decided it
should go back. This CB is a bit larger than what I was using, but I made it fit only blocking 1
power outlet which is no big deal to me. It has lots of options, including 7-colors of
backlighting. I'm about ready to stop checking the updates on this thing, everytime I do it just
makes me want it more. I keep wanting to toss my CB back in, but theres not good spot to
mount the antenna where I want to without drilling holes. GeoffSFAs10 said:. You must log in or
register to reply here. Top Bottom. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor
your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.

